If You Want My Love
Intermediate Clogging Line Dance
Music: Laura Bell Bundy (from the CD Achin’ and Shakin’)
Choreography: Jeff n’ NoNo (Naomi Pyle and Jeff Driggs) www.doubletoe.com

Wait 16 Beats

Part A (Intro)
PULL S(XIB) S H* S S DS DS DS R S
L R L R R L R L R
1 2 3 &4 5 6 & 7 &8

cues
Part A (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
turn ½ right on triple to face back
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Repeat to face front

Part B (Verse)
DS DS DS LOOP S(XIB) CHUG CHUG DS R S
L R L R R R L R
&1 &2 &3 & 4 5 6 &7 &8

Scooters, Basketball Turn
fwd on scoots, turn ½ left on basketball
look over shoulder on b-ball mmmhmm

Part C (Build)
DS DS DS KICK(B) S(B) S(B) S(B) R S
L R L R R R L R
&1 &2 &3 &4 5 6 7 &8

Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
DS KICK(OTS high) S R S DS KICK(OTS high) S R S
L R L R L R
&1 2 3 & 4 & 5 & 6

Triple, Rat-a-tat Turn
Turn ½ left on pitter patter to back
Get your KICKS!

CSrazy Legs, Jumpin Jack
Turn ½ left on Jumpin Jack to Front

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!
move left n kick high

Part A (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!

Part E (Intro)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part B (Verse)
Triple Loop Chug & Basic
Scooters, Basketball Turn

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!
If You Want My Love

Part C (Build)

Part D (Chorus)

Part E (Break 1)
L R L R L R Both----
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 5 6 7 8
Repeat

Part C (Build)

Part D (Chorus)

Part E (Break 1)
Joey Run, Hands in Air
move fwd on Joey, Turn ½ Left on Shuffles to back
Joey Run, Hands in Air

Part C (Build)
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle
Cowboyrahtee, Dogpaddle

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!
Triple, Rat-a-tat Turn
Get your KICKS!
Crazy Legs, Jumpin Jack

Part E (Break 1)
Joey Run, Hands in Air
move fwd on Joey, Turn ½ Left on Shuffles to back
Joey Run, Hands in Air

Part F (Break 2)
DS DS R S R S
Add a Fancy Double

Part D (Chorus)
Get your KICKS!
Triple, Rat-a-tat Turn
Get your KICKS!
Crazy Legs, Jumpin Jack

Part A (Intro)

Part E (Break 1)
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn
Pull Turkey, Triple Turn

Part A (Intro)

Part E (Break 1)
COME ON!!!!!!!! motion & move left as far as you can!!!

Part E (Break 1)
COME ON!!!!!!!! motion & move left as far as you can!!!

Part E (Break 1)
COME ON STOMP!!!!!!! motion & move left as far as you can!!!